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Hi all, 

 
Now we have to tell our story too. In the end of may last year we thought about 
something against ticks and fleas and we didn´t want to take the classic once you 
already can find on the market.  

So I trusted in our vet and administrated Bravecto ( first dose) to our two beloved 
Boerboels. They both were fine for nearly 3 weeks and then our personal hell began. 

 Our female was diagnosed one year before with Addison and she got in a crises on 
a tuesday, we needed three infusions and high dose cortison to get her healthy 

http://www.isbravectosafe.com/


again, which was on thursday in the same week.One day before at the 3rd of June 
our big babyboy Caesar turned 2 years. On friday morning it was 5th of June that 
our Caesar began with vomiting and we took him to the vet because it was unusual 
for him. They did a surgery but they only find inflamed pancreas and intestines. After 
this he got into a sepsis and a shock and he didn´t make it.  

We lost our big babyboy within 17 hours. At this time we were not sure if it was 
Bravecto but we already suspected it. 8 weeks later this group (fb group DOES 
BRAVECTO KILL DOGS”, adm) was founded. I wish it was founded several month 
earlier.  

Today the female stays already with us and we have a young boy in the age of 
nearly 1,5 years and a little female which is already 8 month. We are absolutely 
happy with them but we miss our big boy so sadly much. We will never ever give 
one Bravecto in our life again to one of our babys.  

In loving memorie to our big boy Caesar.... 
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Source and more info:    *Facebook Group: “Does Bravecto Kill Dogs” 

  


